
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
cloud expert. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this
is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for cloud expert

Work in a global team of experts, providently detect open issues and address
them
Closely interact with teams from other departments which are also involved in
this project
Design and develop a globally distributed cloud based system that is scalable
and robust to support our web applications, mobile platforms, fleet
management and data needs
Develop applications using well known protocols with MVC driven design
Work hands-on with development in languages such as Java, Javascript, and
HTML5
Use and integrate well known and tested security controls for web
applications, mobile platforms, and backend systems
Help integrate 3rd party solutions to support identity and access
management for our fleet of vehicles
Work with our Product team to design user-facing security features with an
eye for user experience and simplicity
A minimum of 5 years of industry experience in designing and building
backend systems
Experience in integrating safeguards and countermeasures to avoid, detect,
counteract, or minimize security risks

Qualifications for cloud expert

Example of Cloud Expert Job Description
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Familiar with cyber security of enterprise market foundation network, cloud
consideration, storage, fusion communication and other solution
Understand various countries' cyber security and user privacy protection laws
and regulations, familiar with the field of cyber security and privacy
protection
Better be the member of international security organization with certain
influence in the world, and published related article
Preferred with five or more years of experience in cloud computing and ICT
Preferred with professional security credentials (such as GIAC, CISSP, CLAS,
CISM, or CISA)
English as main communication language


